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An Aircraft Tracking System utilizing Radar Technology

Abstract: In this new millennium many new inventions have taken place. To name a few iPODs,
Personal Video recorders, advanced digital camera and iPhone systems. Despite advances in
technology problem to determine exact position and whereabouts of a commercial jetliner with
onboard passengers remain unsolved due to communication failure between the plane crew and flight
control tower. This invention is about locating missing commercial aircrafts soon after take-off from
an airport by employing radar systems commissioned on a satellite that is designed to revolve around
the Earth in geosynchronous orbit. A promotional feature of this invention is it allows separate airport
authority to monitor trajectory and status of aircrafts in-flight independent of staff at flight control
tower. Also, the system ensures safety of passengers carried by planes from all airlines globally
because radars are situated on satellites those have lot wider (latitude coverage) range than before.

,

Background: In recent years the volume of people commuting by airplane (air traffic) and number of flight
per unit of service time has increased globally. There is a corresponding increase in aircraft mishaps
and fatalities. A primary reason for these unfortunate accidents is loss of communication between an
aircraft and flight control tower (FCT) when the aircraft leaves the range of air space covered by the
radar on airport. We are suggesting that many satellites should be launched globally with on-board
radars to monitor commercial airplane traffic to alleviate the situation. At present state of technology
it is possible to synchronize and correlate radar data among various satellites by applying Quantum
clocks. The monitoring satellites can locate planes outside the radar range of flight control towers
because they are positioned in geo-stationary orbits that have much higher altitude and larger range
than land based radars on flight control towers.

Summary: As specified in abstract, this invention is about keeping track of commercial aircraft that
support air traffic, passenger jetliners to transport people and cargo planes to transport goods. At
present, when these aircrafts take-off from runway, they are monitored by flight control tower
attendants for brief period, approximately 30 minutes for aircraft to reach out 50 miles circle radius
around the tower, range of land based radar. Then, pilot has option to communicate with airport staff
via radio link. In the event of emergency failure of this radio channel communication, the pilot of the
aircraft and crew face a helpless situation. Often the emergency could arise due to mechanical system
and hardware/software failure. The situation is further debilitated if the failure leads to complete loss
of aircraft control by the crew and the pilot. In this scenario the plane looses it altitude uncontrollably
and rapidly, resulting into abrupt changes of air pressure. Further, planes becomes invisible to FCT
staff because it disappears from land based radar screen. Therefore, sometimes it takes weeks to find
missing aircraft, specially if it lands on ocean by accident. The causalities surmount in the form of
loss of lives and millions of dollars. We are proposing a scheme in which in addition to the radars on
flight control towers, the course of planes during the progress of flight are continuously viewed by
experts at airport as a result of signals arriving from radar orbiting the Earth with satellites.
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Brief description of drawings: In Figure 1, a photograph of a conventional aircraft tracking system
employing radar stationed on a flight control tower at an airport facility is displayed. Major
components of this system are a land based radar, a monitor screen that shows among many
parameters, distance of the plane from the airport, its space coordinates, azimuth, altitude, etc. and the
speed of plane in flight, and an observer attendant. In Figure 2, components of the system proposed
by this invention is indicated. The primary difference between the two systems is in addition to the
land based radar signaling for monitoring condition of planes during landing and after take-off, the
planes are observed from space based radar systems that are situated on satellites at very high
elevations: The status of flight of planes are continuously monitored during entire duration of flight
and are periodically reported to airport staff and the interested authority. Radars are employed for
several other purposes such as detection and tracking of satellites, planets and ballistic missiles.
Radars for these purpose require huge size dish and are very bulky because deep space exploration
capability require lots of power. To give you some idea, two radars, Millstone Hill radar in Westford,
Massachusetts and the other ARPA in Marshall Island (also known ALTAIR) are displayed in Figure
3(a) and 3(b).

Detailed description of embodiment: A typical existing radar system to monitor and instruct flight
crew of a passenger carrying aircraft is shown in Figure 1. The radar equipments are installed on a
flight control tower near an airport, a surveillance facility. Air traffic from the airport, both take-off
and landing planes are continuously monitored by air traffic control staff members. They provide
guidance to pilots about the flight conditions, the weather such as sunny or rain, wind speed, and etc.
One of the main disadvantage of this land based radar system is it has very limited observation
capability. The radar signals are not reflected from planes that are beyond line of sight distance due to
the Earth's curvature. Therefore, once the aircraft leaves the proximity of airport from which it
departed until it reaches to the destination airport, radar based communication between pilots and air
traffic controllers is completely isolated.

Also planes flying at low altitudes can not be spotted by the radars and control tower. Under
normal conditions and aircraft's all systems performing right, the pilots and the air traffic controllers
can exchange information on a radio. However for some reason if radio link fails there is no way for
pilot/crew to communicate. Subsequently the aircraft could crash due to engine failure and land on
unknown area for sometimes days and only remains of passengers/crew are discovered by rescue
operation.

Let us describe salient features of radar dish antenna located on flight control tower because
computer hardware/software features are similar in operations for both systems Figure 1 & Figure 2.
The radar dish antenna on land based systems for air traffic control are small in depth. Also, the beam
width and elevation angle is small because a broad beam could be reflected from tall buildings and
trees near the airport increasing the noise level in reflected signals received by the dish.
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An aircraft tracking system to monitor land based air traffic using radar systems deployed on
satellites orbiting the Earth is displayed in Figure 2. Major components of these systems are, radars in
space, onboard the satellites which are in geo-stationary orbits, a control center to correlate and
analyze data received from radars of multiple satellites and, associated computing hardware/software
to interact with the application. Next we will describe these components in greater depth than before.

The radars deployed in space have dish antenna that is light in weight and the focus of its
parabolic shape is further away than the focus of dish antenna on land based radar system. The deep
dish antenna are designed to project lot more power to drive beam at much greater distance and is
spread over a large area (range). The dish antenna of space born radar system utilizes entire area of
dish for both beam projection and reception function whereas dish antenna on land based radar
utilizes very small circular area at the center for beam projection and almost all, the rest of the area
for reception. The computer system facility that analyzes data from transponder of radars in space is
operated by an independent entity and staff, and their offices are located in many different cities
away from the airport.

What is claimed?

1. A commercial aircraft search and rescue system that is developed by deploying radars on
satellites which are encircling the planet Earth in geo-synchronous (geo-stationary) orbits.

2. A radar system that extends the range of tracking jetliners beyond line of sight. The range is more
than 2000 nautical miles as compared to 50 nautical miles by radars on flight control towers.

3. The system operates and locate aircraft independent of the condition of aircraft (mechanical
failure, loss of communication, onboard power failure & health/mental condition of pilots/crew).

4. An independent body (other than air traffic controllers) of people which monitors and reports
status of all aircrafts in flight globally by analyzing and correlating data from several satellites
(six) in real time.

Advantages of novel invention:

1. New approach provide an alternate way of monitoring passenger airliner that does not depend on
condition of the jet.

2. An obvious benefit is the novel scheme is effective on huge area and with more satellite in orbits
the airspace of entire planet is scanned by the radars in a multi-satellite environment.

3. Radars on satellite in space are optimized for low power and light weight. Therefore the
investment required to build entire system is lot lower than land based radars.

4. Computer center to process data received from satellites can be located anywhere in the city near
the airport.
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Figure 1: Components of Aircraft tracking system, prior art existing approach.
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Figure 2: Schematic of an aircraft tracking system using radars in geosynchronous orbit (cont. from page 6.)
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Figure 3 (a) The Millstone Hill radar in its current
configuration in Westford, Massachusetts. Multipulse
coherent processing techniques were developed at the
Millstone site to enhance the radar's effectiveness as
a deep-space tracking sensor. (Courtesy of Stone and
Banner, "Radars for the detection and tracking of
Ballistic missiles, Satellites and Planets",Volume 12
no. 2 Lincoln laboratory journal, 2000)

Figure 3 (b) The ARPA Long-Range Tracking and
Instrumentation Radar (ALTAIR) on Kwajalein Atoll
in the Marshall Islands. Like the Millstone radar,
ALTAIR is part of a network of contributing radar
sensors that perform deep-space tracking. (Courtesy
of Stone and Banner, "Radars for the detection and
tracking of Ballistic missiles, Satellites and
Planets",Volume 12 no. 2 Lincoln laboratory journal)
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